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‘Train-the-Trainer’ Training Fundamentals

Individual Presentation (30%)

• any subject of your choice*

• should be a subject you are passionate about or are knowledgeable in: e.g.
  - hobby (doing, done or want to do...)
  - interests
  - skills, etc.

• present according to your completed Lesson Plan in 15 – 20* minutes (*max) employing your own experiences, adding, adapting and expanding as you wish...
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Individual Presentation (30%)

• should be interesting, and simulated as an actual short lesson

• should employ all the pedagogical & andragogical knowledge & skills which we have covered so far...

• as you will be the trainer/facilitator for the presentation, you can employ any types of instructional methods and presentation styles to bring out the best for your learners to achieve your learning objectives...
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Questions?

tomsim@singnet.com.sg
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